Metatron Channel on via J Tyberon
"Greetings I am Metatron, Lord of Light ! And I welcome each of you! "
"And so the channel asks about the energetic nature of what is termed 'Reshel Grids'. The
Reshel points are very feminine points of self-directed energy. Because of such, they draw
upon all they require. They draw upon the masculine, they draw upon the balance, they draw
upon the neutral, they draw upon the past and they draw upon the future. They are that which
is in timelessness. They are Installations of Light. They are permanent to the earth in
essence, and when one recognizes their Power they can harness it for appropriate purpose.
This Magnanimous System is one that belongs to the polarity of the Divine Feminine. These
operate to maintain the feminine aspect as it is, and once was. In areas where it becomes
dormant, the Reshels assist in resuscitation, in order to achieve the desired balance.
Now, there are other systems that belong strictly to the masculine polarity of the planet.
Where this falls into disarray or reticence, the Reshels will also come forward. Now it is the
Reshels that are in prominent activation, and in primary activity. These are in place in both
natural and man made structures, such as the great ley point cathedrals and the great points
of light. Power points and sacred sites as you term them.
Reshels are the frequential keys that harmonically intertwine and integrate the other grid
systems, including the 144 Crystal Planetary Set and Stellar Grids. The Templar, Druid,
Egyptian and Mayan understood their purpose. These Savants would align them to Planetary
and Stellar Systems. As such the Stellar Systems could align the earth and the earth could
align with the Celestial Systems.
The Terrestrial Essence of the Reshel it is both electromagnetic and geometric. One creates
the other and the other supports the first, you see? The more that humanity understands its
own consciousness, the more the geometry becomes multi dimensional and so the geometric
expression of these will up-shift kind. This is happening now you see. It will become first
one, then the other, just as the earth is now the 3rd dimension and then the 5th. What is it that
will move it to the 5th? Not simple consciousness, but the activation of the consciousness.
The activation of the consciousness is enhanced through the understanding of the grid and the
activation of that grid which in turn compliments the cosmos, and is reflected back again.
Reshels are not recognized or understood in most parts of the world. When humanity gains
greater understanding of this system, a great quickening will take place, and the quickening
will lead to expansion. Once all of these Grids are recognized, all of the others will come
into a bright and brighter global synergy. The Entire System will then have more power.
There will be a surge both in the Spirit of humanity and upon the earth.

Reshels are self-generating and self-directed. The human understanding & realization of the
Grid System in itself will create a resonate harmonic that becomes part of the system, in a
manner of speaking. When that occurs the Reshels’ expand in frequency projection.
The Reshels attract and pull in brilliant energies of a Celestial nature. It is a Conscious
System, a living system that calls to itself those that follow, it calls to itself those sacred
places and it is the Grid System itself that directs the activity within it. There are many such
as the channel, that are being drawn to understand these, and we tell you that, the overlay
complexity of the grids systems play a pivotal role in the planetary ascension.
Now we will tell you that complete Mastery of the Reshel Systems has not yet been acquired
on the Earth Plane. We will say that great strides have been made, and gratitude is owed to
the few that have dedicated themselves to the mission of rediscovering this Meta-Science.
The geometry is largely correct, but the exact placement and exact application has shifted
somewhat in the new paradigm of the coming Ascension, you see.
This particularly in areas outside of Europe, do not exactly adhere to the geometric pattern of
those called artifact systems. So while the Reshel System is more intact within what may be
termed as manmade or artifact systems, it is not quite yet as accurately surmised in the
Americas.
Reshels within the Americas occur in a more natural format, and are pegged to what are
termed as Powernodes or Sacred Sites. One such system is based in the Galapagos Islands,
another around Lake Titicaca. In the northern hemisphere, around Shasta, New
Mexico, Arkansas, Virginia , Arizona and New England.
We encourage you all to understand these systems, and effort of study is required. You are
studying the computer basics of the great Galactic Computer grid, and some systems are
being upgraded into the shifting paradigm. A rebooting is in place, you see.
I am Metatron, and you are Beloved."
And so it is.

